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CONDITIONAL
OR

UNCONDITIONAL
LOVE?

MAN OR
MALE?

Most say they want
to be loved
unconditionally, but
are they even willing
to give unconditional
love? 
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ARE YOU

SMARTER THAN

A FELINE?

PEOPLE IN THIS DAY AND AGE ARE
LEANING TOWARDS  “CUFFING

SEASON” MORE THAN MARRIAGE.
THE PURPOSE OF THIS MAGAZINE
IS TO PROMOTE MARRIAGE WHICH

IS OF YAHUAH AND LASTS
FOREVER, AND NOT TO BE AS

BEASTS (ANIMALS) WHO ONLY
MATES FOR A SEASON.  

.COM
FOR EXCLUSIVE RIGHTEOUS CONTENT
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IS THERE A

DIFFERENCE?

MAN

OR

MALE?
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MAN
* YAHUAH turned a male to a

man. Taking him of the dirt,

a low state, and giving

him responsibilities. 

* YAHUAH gave man dominion over

all things in the earth.  

* YAHUAH gave man His counsel

and told man to choose His

counsel only.  

* YAHUAH gave man a wife, who

is his help meet.  
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SWINE *Will eat all day and eat

anything including trash.

*Unclean and filthy animal.

*Will regard lightly what is done for them.

*If washed clean with water, it will return

back to the mud and roll in it.
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WHAT IS

IT????

IT DOESN'T

MATTER. IT'S IN

A GOLD BOWL!

????

DOGS *A dog will eat whatever is

placed in front of it.

*A dog will

vomit, leave it,

then return

back to eat

what it

vomited.

*A dog is known to be

shameless. It doesn't mind

its behavior or mind the

exposure of its body parts.
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MONKEY

“Monkeying around”

This image below
means “see, hear and

say no evil.” 

Which is interpreted
as a call to discretion

or figure for willful
ignorance.

Monkeys are always
seen as chaotic and

out of order. 

Monkeys mimick
what they see

the next monkey
doing. 

“Monkey see.
Monkey do.”
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KICKIN’ JUICE WITH ASIS
In today’s society the

goals, values, and roles
differ like past

generations. Millennials or
those who were born

between the years
1981-1996, are led by their
own desires and choose

to postpone getting
married. Some of the

common reasons amongst
millennials putting the
brakes on marriage:

NOT FINANCIALLY
STABLE

TOO EARLY IN
LIFE TO SETTLE

DOWN

HAVEN’T FOUND
THE RIGHT

PERSON FOR
THEM

And as society continues to
evolve, more opportunities for

women are being presented; even
furthering the thought of marriage.
In previous generations, the likely
age of women to marry was 19-20

and for the men 22-23. As time
progressed that age continued to
rise, and now women are choosing
to marry at 29-30 and men 30-31.

Most are likely to even remain
unmarried even after 40,

ultimately turning to not even
marrying at all. 

WHAT IS
MARRIAGE
TO YAHUAH?

CHECK OUT
THESE

SCRIPTURES!

GENESIS 2:18

GENESIS 2:23-24

PROVERBS 18:22

MATTHEW 19:6

READ MORE
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Husbandry- (Husbandman),

a "householder" or

"master of the house," is

now limited in its meaning

to "farmer" or "tiller of

the soil." In this sense it is

the correct translation

of the Hebrew word (“ish”)

When you seek the Kingdom first before all, YAHUAH starts

to open up opportunities and give you possessions to

manage. The more YAHUAH opens up for you, the more

responsibilities and accountability he is requiring of you. A

man who can’t manage his own house can’t possibly believe

that he would have a position in YAHUAH’s house. 

 

1 Timothy 3:5 (KJV) (For if a man know not how to rule his own

house, how shall he take care of the church of YAHUAH?)

 

 

In YAHUAH’s eyes marriage is honorable above all else. It is

us who has mistreated and abused something YAHUAH made

a beautiful thing. It’s our duty as the men to make a way

for households. Women should be the pillar of peace, and

as the scriptures state, we as the men can keep striving

for the perfection that we know is achievable. 
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ARE YOU SMARTER THAN A
FELINE?
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Welcome! To ‘Are You Smarter Than A Feline’! I know
some are wondering, are they really asking is a human
smarter than a feline? But wait! Before just assuming,

let’s see the scenario. 
 

There are 37 species of felines. Ranging from a house
cat, to a cougar, to even a lion. When looking at all of

these different species of felines in their natural
habitat we see how they naturally reproduce, and

that is with its own kind. A lion will only mate with a
lioness, a male tiger with a female tiger and a male

cheetah with a female cheetah. 
 

With that being said there are hecklers towards this
idea who will say, well that can’t be true because we
have an animal from the feline species called a liger (a
male lion and female tiger). But this never happened in

a natural environment, the liger was only created
when these two separate species were put into a

controlled environment. 
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So what about when it comes to humans? There are 70
nations that makes the human population and humans are

known to have a mental advantage over animals, right? Right,
so it shouldn’t be hard to make a sensible decision over an
animal. So, does that mean a human would choose to deal
with their own kind or to mix and mingle with all kinds of

human? 
 

When it comes to humans, we all come from different parts of
the earth. When we all are in our specific areas we would

repopulate with our own kind, as the felines do in their natural
habitation. But when we have two or more different species
in a controlled environment, we will see exactly how even a

liger came about. Someone had to put them in this
environment and make it seem ok for that repopulation to

happen outside of their own, because otherwise it wouldn’t
happen naturally. See the picture? 

 
This is what humans are dealing with on a daily when they are
in these major cities across the world. This concept of a person
being able to be with someone outside of their own people is
the same concept that was used to make a liger. Proving that
when dealing in their natural settings both feline and humans

would mate with their own kind, it only makes sense. 
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WHY CUFF FOR A SEASON,
WHEN MARRIAGE IS

FOREVER?

WHY CUFF FOR A SEASON,
WHEN MARRIAGE IS

FOREVER?

CUFFING SEASON CUFFING FOREVER

THINGS THAT EACH COME WITH

Really wants

to be single

and

promiscuous

, but feels

obligated to

be cuffed

When the Spring

comes back

around they no

longer want to

be cuffed but

back single

again

No real love,

just

everyone

using each

other for a

period of

time. 

The desire to

be a husband/

wife and to

make the union

last forever. Marriage
comes with

instructions ad
isn’t based on a

personal
opinion

Real love, love

that brings two

together as one

where no

seperation can

happen. 

With ones whodont want to besingle andpromiscuous, butwants a healthylong lastingrelationshipTHEWAV613.COM

Usually

around the

Fall/Winter.



CONDITIONAL OR
UNCONDITIONAL

LOVE?
On one hand conditional love would be love
that is subject to one or more conditions or

requirements being met; made or granted on
certain terms. While on the other hand,

unconditional love is not being subject to any
conditions; meaning that one should give love

and should not expect anything in return. 
 

So which one of these would we be willing to
receive and give? Would we feel appreciative

if we gave unconditional love to one who
wouldn’t care if they gave you that back in

return? Or would we rather love with
conditions guaranteeing we receive love in

return? 
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GO GET THE LATEST ALBUM
FROM BELOVED DAUD ‘THE

CULTURE FOREVER 4’ ON
ALL MUSIC PLATFORMS
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ALSO CHECK OUT LATEST SINGLE
RELEASES OF ‘FEELS GOOD’ & ‘LIFELINE’ @

MIND CULTURE’S YOUTUBE PAGE
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